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Traditionally, film historiography has been built within very defined borders whose structure until few
decades ago no one would have seriously called into question. The classical form of the discipline of film stud-
ies, partially institutionalised through the entrance in the academia and its functional and productive conse-
quences, encouraged practices such as canon-making, empirical research on positivist basis and auteurist read-
ing that nowadays appear to many scholars as innocent and unworldly as the faint memories of a cheerful child-
hood. One might yet reply that such practices openly stand firm in more popular currents of film history, as the
products of the established hybridisation of history and criticism still constitute the major incomes to every
publisher of film-related books and film history as is still taught in academic courses has not changed that much
in methods, scopes and aims since it first entered university curricula.1 Apart from the long-time processes typ-
ical of university and the market, film history is nevertheless in a phase of sparkling uncertainness about its own
future, a fact implying also a renewal, a sort of second take on its canonical features, that makes the current sce-
nario to say the least exciting. 
If asked to identify a relevant change in film historiography, few scholars would not mention the far-reaching
and ground-breaking revolution occurred with the 1978 FIAF congress held in Brighton, a kind of primary
scene when the epiphany of early cinema converted at least two generations of scholars to what will be labelled
New Film History. In spite of the exaggerated emphasis surrounding the memory of the event, which begun to
take the shape of a myth just a few years later on,2 the importance of the New Film History s emergence –
Brighton or not at its heart – has been acknowledged by almost every person who has tried to sketch the his-
tory of film history. In this respect, one of the movement’s most valuable and influential virtues was the capa-
bility to impress a profound alteration to the ways in which film history had been conceived until then by get-
ting the Foucaldian lesson circulating in academic debates. From the standpoint of early cinema re-discovery,
film history suddenly became something opposite to the straight, paved, lighted road to the final accomplish-
ment of a future cinema yet to come.3 On the contrary, the road took the shape of those steep, rugged, fre-
quently dead-ended paths that in fairy tales led to the place of the unknown, the darkness and the mystery. In
more direct terms, New Film History discovered the pleasures and perils of notions such as discontinuity, epis-
temic break, cultural series, archaeology and genealogy already explained by Foucault some ten years before.
This perspective is now considered as “a pioneering media archaeological approach”4 – a crucial step in criti-
cising teleological historiography. The current mediascape has progressively shown the need of reconsidering
each medium’s identity as part of a network of media discourses. In this landscape, Media Archaeology repre-
sents a way of shaping and radicalising the debate: it “emphasizes the thingness of things” and underlines oper-
ational and performing possibilities while approaching an object of study.5
Due to its long and interdisciplinary tradition and the international network supporting it, FilmForum is seen
as one of the most relevant annual conference in Europe in the domain of film and media studies. The XXI
Udine International Film Studies Conference At the Borders of (Film) History: Temporality, Archaeology,
Theories has represented an important step further in the conference’s long-standing interests in many respects:
historiography (The Ages of Cinema, 2007 edition, and In the Very Beginning, at the Very End, 2009 edition),
canonization (Film Style, 2006 edition, and The Film Canon, 2010 edition) and archive theory (The Archive,
2011 edition, and the decennial work of the Spring School section Film Heritage). Moving from this tradition,
the XXI Udine Conference hosted many prestigious international scholars seeking to liven up diverse contem-
porary debates around media with new sources coming from materialist, historicist, and realism-oriented back-
grounds. As conference organisers, who had the chance to be supported in setting up the event by the funda-
mental contribution of Wanda Strauven, we took advantage of the sparkling atmosphere surrounding the actu-
al media archaeology trend in film studies. In this perspective, the conference has been thought as an occasion
to exchange different, sometimes contrasting views from at least three generations of film historians. This book
collects and testifies those brilliant and unpredictable outcomes.
The volume is divided into five sections pivoting on five dichotomies, which want to emphasise the dialectical
nature of the dialogue we attempted to dig for. Even though media archaeology seems to be nowadays the new
orthodoxy in film studies, the dialectical approach we opt for has been aimed at underlining both contrasts and
incongruities to scratch the surface of an apparently well-grounded, undisputed harmony. Surprisingly enough,
the most concerned chapters with media archaeology, written by the same protagonists of this turn, are also the
most critical, if not controversial, in dealing uncritically with that methodology. At the same time, the most
empiricist, traditional chapters, whose approach does not share media archaeological anxieties, nonetheless
prove an underground concern with the very same issues at the heart of media archaeology debate.
The volume is introduced by the first section – Archaeology/Praxis – which frames historically, contextually, and
even lexically the media-archaeological approach. Zielinski and Strauven, whose roles in shaping the debate
cannot be overlooked, offer from substantially different perspectives some guidelines to explore media archae-
ology s criticalities and eligible research opening. Targeting the same goal go the following chapters (van den
Oever, Chateau, Christie), far more focused as they are on the role of the observer. Two crucial case studies
(Somaini, De Rosa), then, close this first section through putting media archaeology into operational terms and
stressing how its practices can be explored from cinema to exhibitions and museum-galleries.
The following section – Time/Technology – goes to the heart of the matter by problematising the issue of time
(the “old-new” dialectics, time cyclic nature, discontinuity, fragmentation) and technology. Therefore, time-lay-
ers can be excavated essentially from technology, be the vantage point the opposition between film ontology
and cinema archaeology (Elsaesser), the appropriation of new technologies for history-making (Kessler and
Lenk, Lundemo, Olesen, Walbrou), epistemology and anthropology (Albera and Tortajada, Castro).
The third section – Theory/History – firmly stands for the impossibility of doing history of theory without a
reflexive account of theory of history (when both history and theory could be read as plurals). To put it differ-
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ently, there is no history without theory and vice versa. As aptly showed by the first essay (Gaines), those wor-
ries were the foundation of the so-called historical turn a few decades ago and still now must lead us to reframe
the relentless evolution of the discipline (Gaudreault, Turquety), its volatile nature (Le Forestier, Arnoldy,
Dasgupta) and its “militant” applications (Dall Asta, Locatelli).
The last two sections of the book have been meant as points of departure for evaluating how and when those
approaches work operatively, although any chapter stems from clearly, easily identifiable theoretical concerns.
The fourth one – Archive/Society – puts in contact the roles and functions of the archive and some sociologi-
cally informed standpoints which move from definying and defying the well-consolidated categories of film
studies  discourse (Hediger, Fanchi, Geil, Hoof), through stressing the empirical and philosophical dynamics
of the archive (Einwächter, Lameris, Watkins), to finally recontextualising the nature of moving images’ 
inscription and trace (Paci, Lauri-Lucente).
In conclusion, the fifth and last section – Scale/Scope – operates to close the circle at the point in which it start-
ed with the first one, that is, the point of how, where and to what depth excavations could be done in the
process of making history. The matter of scale and scope, as we conceived it, is fundamentally linked to the les-
son of Annales school’s and Carlo Ginzburg s revolutionary approaches to historiography. Although few con-
tributions explicitly address those frameworks, all of them are somehow indebted with microhistory, discourse
analysis and typically 20th-century cultural paradigms. Thus, the evaluation of these paradigms (Hagener,
Avezzù) goes hand in hand with their implementation of specific topics such as technology and production
(Caneppele, Meandri, Simoni, Vernet), consumption and cultural impact (Moreno and Ortiz, Belloï), practical
applications (Dicker, Berruti). 
These last crucial chapters confirm the declared mission of the book – and previously of the Conference –
which is the attempt to seriously and resolutely put together the theoretical premises and the operational con-
sequences of making history. Contributors of this book came to stress how past-new media cultures are con-
tinuously resurfaced and can contribute to re-shape new uses, contexts, and adaptations of media research
tools. Thus, re-framing the epistemological framework that we are keen to unfailingly and courageously ques-
tion through these pages means to decrypt and excavate the formation of discourses and genealogies, digging
the conditions and the present state of our own disciplinary apparatus with authentically heuristic and cre-
atively insurgent philosophical spirit.
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